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Scanning tunneling spectroscopy is used to examine unoccupied surface states of Ag~110!. We demonstrate
how Fourier transformation of conductance data can be used to determine dispersion throughout the entire
surface Brillouin zone, at energies up to the vacuum level. Considerable improvement of previous inverse
photoemission data is obtained. Additional features in the Fourier transformed images are found accompanying
those states lying in the proximity the Brillouin zone boundary. Their origin is related to the coherent inter-
ference of surface state-derived Bloch waves induced by the non-negligible crystal potential, as we determine
on the basis of model calculations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.241103 PACS number~s!: 73.20.At, 68.37.Ef, 71.18.1yThe unoccupied surface states of the ~110! noble metal
surfaces are crucial for an understanding of their interesting
optical and electronic properties; for example, single particle
excitations into these states lead to an anisotropy in their
surface electric susceptibility, and consequently, in their op-
tical reflectance.1 In these surfaces, the projection of the in-
verted bulk band gap located at the bulk L point is centered
at the Y¯ point, on the boundary of the ~110! surface Bril-
louin zone ~SBZ!. There, two surface states exist, also cen-
tered at the Y¯ point. Traditionally, photoelectron spectros-
copy and inverse photoemission ~IP! are used to determine
energies and dispersion relations E(ki) of surface states.2
Here, we examine the unoccupied electronic structure of
Ag~110! using scanning tunneling spectroscopy ~STS!.
Scanning tunneling microscopy ~STM! and spectroscopy
have proven to be valid tools to access information about
surface-state dynamics. For isotropic surface states, STS has
demonstrated high energy resolution through the determina-
tion of the states parabolic dispersion relation, E(ki),3–6 and
deviations arising when the state wave vector approaches the
symmetry points at the SBZ boundary.7 For the case of an-
isotropic surfaces ~like the one used here!, STM has also
shown its capability to resolve information in k space at the
Fermi energy by drawing the shape of a surface state’s Fermi
contour8 and higher-order Bloch components.9,10 In our
study of the Ag~110! surface we combine both the energy
resolution shown for the isotropic states and the wave-vector
resolution demonstrated for the anisotropic states and obtain
a detailed description of the dispersion of its S2 unoccupied
surface state ~Fig. 1!. The analysis is extended to wave vec-
tors over the entire Brillouin zone and to energies up to the
vacuum level (Ev), above which the electronic transport is
governed by field emission.
The existence of the unoccupied S2 surface state was pre-
dicted by Ho et al.11 with self-consistent pseudopotential cal-
culations to explain the optical anisotropy of this surface.1
From inverse photoemission studies,12–14 it was determined
that the minimum energy of the S2 state is between 1.6 and
1.7 eV above the Fermi level EF , and disperses along the
GY¯ direction with an effective mass between 0.7me ~Ref. 11!
and 0.9me ~Ref. 14!. The shape of the surface state in the0163-1829/2001/63~24!/241103~4!/$20.00 63 2411~110! projected bulk band as determined from these previous
studies is presented in Fig. 1~a!, together with a surface-state
contour in reciprocal space. From our results, we find that a
simple free-electron-like picture cannot be used to describe
the dispersing behavior of this surface state. A strong devia-
tion from a parabolic behavior is observed close to the zone
boundary. There, additional features appear in our data,
which are interpreted, with the help of a model calculation,
as arising from the non-negligible effect of the lattice on the
quasiparticle dynamics in this region of reciprocal space.
Experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum
scanning tunneling microscope in thermal equilibrium with a
liquid helium bath.16 Besides a high (’2 meV! energy reso-
lution, at such low temperature (;4 K!, the instrument pos-
sesses sufficient stability to allow long recording times for
the measurement of the tunneling junction conductance
(dI/dV) using lock-in amplification techniques. The silver
single-crystal was cleaned following standard procedures:
several cycles of Ar1 sputtering ~1 keV! and annealing at
;800 K produced a clean surface with an impurity density
smaller than 1022 nm22.
In the proximity of surface defects, coherent interference
of surface states gives rise to oscillations in the local density
of states ~LDOS!, which can be directly correlated with os-
cillations in the junction conductance (dI/dV). These real-
space oscillations carry unambiguous information about the
FIG. 1. ~a! S2 surface-state location in the ~110! projected bulk
band diagram along the GY¯ reciprocal space direction, recon-
structed from data in Refs. 11–14. ~b! Schematic of the elliptical
surface-state contour at the energy 2.4 eV above EF as obtained
from our STS measurement Ref. 15.©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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onstrated that such interference patterns can be directly ob-
served in STM images and that their wavelengths are half the
Fermi wavelength.17,18 At the high sample bias needed to
access the S2 surface state (Vs>1.7 eV!, the topography of
a constant current STM image integrates multiple wave-
vector contributions in the energy window from EF to EF
1eVs . Therefore, in order to resolve the LDOS oscillations
at the energy eVs ~above EF), the tunnel junction conduc-
tance (dI/dV) must be measured directly.19 This measure-
ment is done by adding a small modulation signal
Vac cos(vt) to the selected sample bias Vs . The amplitude of
the first harmonic in the resulting modulation of the tunnel-
ing current is proportional to the magnitude of dI/dVuVs. In
all the results presented here, the conductance dI/dV was
measured with the feedback loop closed. To prevent the
modulation in the tunneling current from affecting the tunnel
junction width, the frequency of Vac ~generally over 2 KHz!
was set above the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter of
the feedback loop electronics.
A comparison of a STM image of the region around a
FIG. 2. ~a! Constant current STM image. ~b! dI/dV spatial dis-
tribution around a monoatomic step in the Ag~110! surface. The
plots above each image represent profiles along the lines indicated
in the figures. ~20 nm 320 nm; Vs5 4 V; I58 nA; Vac5 25 mV
rms @ 2.1 KHz; measurement time is 20 min.!24110monatomic step with the spatial distribution of dI/dVuVs in
that same area is shown in Fig. 2. At the top and the bottom
of the step edge the conductance image @Fig. 2~b!# shows a
pattern of waves preferentially along the @100# direction,
which is not seen in the STM image in Fig. 2~a!. Therefore,
we can rule out the possibility that oscillations of the tunnel
barrier width ~topography! distort the direct assignment of
the measured conductance with the LDOS.5,20
Figure 2~b! also shows that the interference pattern is
rather anisotropic;15 there is a preferred orientation of the
standing waves which coincides with the GY direction in
reciprocal space. On the basis of the Brillouin-zone topology
in Fig. 1, the oscillations in the conductance shown in Fig.
2~b! are identified as interference of the S2 surface states in
the proximity of the step edge. This assignment is clearly in
conflict with the previous IP results, since the image in Fig.
2~b! was measured at eVs54.0 eV, well above the energy
where the S2 states cross a bulk band, as it was found in
these IP experiments ~2.5 eV!. It is, therefore, desirable to
extend the analysis of this surface state to a large range of
energies. In this way, the evolution of the conductance oscil-
lation shape and characteristic wavelengths with energy will
describe the dispersion relation of the S2 state.
To analyze the dispersion in the GY direction, we have
chosen a straight step edge along the @11¯0# direction, which
acts as a wall for one-dimensional scattering of the surface
states. Measurements were performed on the upper terrace
near the step due to the higher reflection coefficients for elec-
trons impinging from this terrace.21 The tip was set to raster
in the direction perpendicular to the step edge with the feed-
back loop closed while dI/dVuVs was recorded from the
lock-in amplifier. For one energy value eVs , a conductance
profile was obtained from an average of 50 individual scans
across the step edge. We have repeated this procedure for Vs
ranging from 1.5 V to 4.3 V in steps of 25 mV. The results
are shown in Fig. 3~a!, where the junction conductance is
represented by a gray scale, plotted as a function of the dis-
tance from the step edge ~horizontal axis! and the energy
~vertical axis!. The pattern constructed thus gives evidence
of a continuous increase of the characteristic wavelength ofFIG. 3. ~a! Gray scale representation of ex-
perimental dI/dV data as a function of the energy
(E2EF5eVs) and the distance ~Y! from a mono-
atomic step parallel to the (11¯0) direction. ~b!
one-dimensional FT of dI/dVuVs vs Y data repre-
sented in a gray scale. The horizontal axis, repre-
senting k space, is ~twice! the GY axis of the
reciprocal space ~indicated above!. (I57 nA;
Vac5 15 mV rms @ 2.1 KHz!. ~c! and ~d! results
from the calculations described in the text, repre-
sented similarly to Figures 3~a! and 3~b!. In both
experiment and calculations the tip-sample dis-
tance increases linearly with energy 3.5 Å . An
initial position of 4 Å is assumed in the calcu-
lations, together with a ratio U215U05U1 and
an effective mass m*50.5me .3-2
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vector! with energy. This behavior defines the surface state’s
dispersion relation E(ky) characteristic of its position in re-
ciprocal space.
In the data of Fig. 3~a!, scattering occurs only for the
wave-vector components along the GY direction, reducing
the problem to one dimension. In order to evaluate the dis-
persion relation of the S2 surface state, we have calculated
the one-dimensional Fourier transformation ~FT! of the spa-
tial one-dimensional conductance profiles of Fig. 3~a!. In
analogy with the FT of 2D conductance images,18,22,23 this
mathematical procedure can resolve, for a particular energy,
the different periodic components involved in real-space
conductance oscillations, and hence in the LDOS. This peri-
odic components can thus be directly related with twice the
surface-state wave vectors. Based upon this argument, in Fig.
3~b! we show the results from the 1D FT of the conductance
profiles in a gray scale. There, the vertical axis remains the
same, while the horizontal axis ~above! is adjusted to repre-
sent the GY direction in reciprocal space.
The main feature in the experimental 1D FT data @Fig.
3~b!# is a branch dispersing from Y¯ at approximately 1.7 eV,
and reaching the zone center at 4.1 eV. This feature can be
directly related to the S2 state. However, two additional fea-
tures occur in reciprocal space: a dispersing branch ‘‘B’’
centered at the G¯ point accounts for the interferencelike pat-
tern observed at low energy in the real space diagram of Fig.
3~a!. A nondispersing feature ‘‘G’’ occurs at the reciprocal
lattice point Y¯ @kY¯ 5 p/a , where a54.09 Å is the lattice
constant along the ~100! direction#. As we will show in the
following discussion, these features arise from the influence
of the underlying atomic periodic potential on the dynamics
of the quasiparticle.
A simple model is used to explain the origin of features G
and B in the reciprocal space representation and to demon-
strate the validity of the 1D FT method to resolve the correct
dispersion behavior of surface state with such anisotropic
configuration in reciprocal space. We simulate the junction
conductance by evaluating the LDOS at the tip position for




Here, kz(ki2G,E) is the vacuum decay length for the
wave vector ki2G at energy E, and G is a reciprocal lattice
vector. In the calculations, the summation in Eq. ~1! is lim-
ited to first-order terms (G521,0,1) ~Ref. 9! along GY . In
this way, the wave function is the solution of a free-electron
Hamiltonian plus a sinusoidal potential term with the lattice
periodicity @along the ~100! direction#, the simplest case that
introduces the effect of a periodic potential in the dynamics
of free electrons. Approximating the step by an infinite po-
tential barrier for the sake of simplicity, the LDOS in the
proximity of steps is then readily calculated as the coherent
sum of the Bloch plane waves from Eq. ~1!, traveling in both
directions:24110r~E ,y !5 R
S(E)
uc~r i,z ,ky.0 !1c~r i,z ,ky,0 !u2. ~2!
This integral is evaluated numerically at the energy E
5eVs , along the surface state contour S(E) ~Fig. 1!, which
has dimensions along the GY direction defined by the rela-
tion E(ky). The result of this calculation and its 1D FT rep-
resentation are shown in Fig. 3~c! and 3~d!, for an effective
mass of 0.5me . This simulation succeeds in reproducing the
general shape of the main parabolic feature observed in the
experimental data. Furthermore, the shape of this parabola
coincides exactly with the relation E(ky) introduced in the
calculations, showing that the 1D FT method is valid to di-
rectly and quantitatively derive the relation E(ki).
The model also reproduces features G and B observed in
the experimental data. Their origin is exclusively related to
the dynamics of a quasiparticle in a periodic lattice; none of
these features are observed when only the 0th order term in
Eq. ~1! ~free-electron case! is used in the simulation. We find
that the experiments are reproduced when the first-order
terms are included in calculation and it is by the coherent
interference of the resulting three Bloch waves that the ad-
ditional features appear in the results. In particular, interfer-
ence of the G50 and G521 plane waves give rise to a
term with the periodicity of the atomic lattice along the ~100!
direction @cos(2kY¯y)# and with an amplitude modulated by
cos@2(ky2kY¯)y#,10 which are responsible for the features G
and B, respectively. Therefore, in reciprocal space represen-
tation, feature B represents the surface-state parabola shifted
by kY¯ ~Refs. 9 and 10! and its appearance is mainly dictated
by the U21 coefficient, which reflects the importance of the
underlying periodic potential. In the calculation of Fig. 3, the
U21 /U0 ratio used is 1.
Since the 1D FT method is demonstrated to be a valid
method for extracting surface-state dispersion relations, in
Fig. 4 we can directly compare the results from our STS
measurements with the inverse photoemission results. For
energy values below 2.5 eV @Fig. 4~b!#, both coincide in
detail. From our measurements we obtain a quasiparticle ef-
FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental data of Fig. 3 with
previous IP results and calculations ~dashed line from Ref. 11,
empty circles from Ref. 12, and filled from Ref. 14!. In ~a! the
whole energy range of the STS measurements is inserted in the
projected bulk band diagram of ~a!. ~b! Zoom of the low-energy
region.3-3
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with the calculations of Ho et al.11 However, above this en-
ergy @Fig. 4~a!#, the surface state clearly deviates from this
behavior, and instead of crossing the bulk band edge, the
surface state rises close to it up to the vacuum level.
The effect of a periodic lattice on the quasiparticle dy-
namics gives rise to deviations from a parabolic dispersion.
A weak periodic potential has its major effect on those states
with wave vectors close to the ones at which Bragg reflec-
tions can occur.24 In the results presented above, we observe
clear indications of such deviations from a free-electron pic-
ture at the bottom of the S2 band, where the states’ wave
vectors are in the proximity of the Y¯ point. In that energy
region, the surface band flattens as it approaches the recip-
rocal space symmetry point (Y¯ ), defining an increment in the
quasiparticle effective mass from 0.5me to 0.7me . There,
the lattice effect also manifests itself in our results with the
appearance of a shifted replica of the surface-state feature,
which is an evidence of the nonvanishing effect of the un-
derlying periodic potential in that region of the k space.
In the top part of the S2 band, as the band approaches the
G¯ point, we observe a similar flattening of the reciprocal
space feature @Figs. 3~b! and 4~a!#. The smallest wave vector24110clearly measured is 0.12 Å 21. Beyond this point, the
surface-state probably crosses the gap edge before reaching
the G¯ point, after having dispersed over 85% of the SBZ.
In summary, we have examined the topology of the
S2 unoccupied surface state of Ag~110! in reciprocal space
using scanning tunneling spectroscopy, showing its unique
capabilities to resolve surface state dynamics at energies up
to the vacuum level and for wave vectors in the entire Bril-
louin zone. In this study we find that the underlying atomic
lattice, far from being ‘‘seen’’ in the data, induces a decrease
of the dispersing behavior of the states as they approach the
high symmetry points of the Brillouin zone and gives rise to
additional features in reciprocal space arising from the co-
herent interference of the surface state derived Bloch waves.
A Fourier transformation of conductance data can be used to
successfully reconstruct the dispersion of surface states in
reciprocal space.
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